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SUMMARY: 

 

I am a licensed lawyer in Israel specializing in IP, innovation and 

entrepreneurship. I am also an Israeli television personality.  I have 

initiated, managed and let numerous successful projects, including, but 

not limited to, the selected companies below.  I am an excellent 

salesperson and am personable, outgoing and self-motivated.  I 

specialize in product development, financial backing, branding, web-

sites, 3-D animation, networking, A+ and Photoshop.  

 

SELECTED COMPANIES: (2010-2017) 

 

Benny Labs Ltd: specializes in financing and developing new products, such as Air  Blinds and super-efficient 

solar panels, and start-up enterprises. Companies created under my inspiration are:  SOLOCAM FOREVER LTD 

which developed an integrated sound video capturing system; ZABERIAS LTD, which developed a strategy 

board game, and EYEWEAR TECHNOLOGIES LTD: which develops reflective systems for wearable heads up 

display.   

 

Torah Magic Software: specializes in creating learning materials and books for children in the Hebrew Day 

School educational subsystem. To-date over 10 books have been published. We developed and released the 

groundbreaking ANIMATED TALMUD which utilizes animation to revolutionize the study of Talmudic texts. 

I worked as project coordinator, promoter and designer from conception to publication.  

 

WORK EXPERIENCE: (2004-2009) 

 

TreadFx Tire Design Inc., St. Louis MA. Project coordinator, Web Site Graphic & Animator. I Created 

animations for the company's investment proposals and product concepts.  

 

CompuCompany Action Media Ltd, Jerusalem. I designed graphics representing company products and 3D 

animated logos.  

  

EDUCATION: 

 

Law Education: (2009-2017) 

College of Law and Business, Ramat Gan, Israel. I graduated LL.B in Law and continued for LL.M. specializing 

in international contracts and globalization. I am a member of the Israel Bar Association. 

 

Computer Education: (2001-2003) 

I Studied A-plus and Networking. Certified as a Microsoft Systems Engineer by the Computer Systems 

Institute, Skokie IL. Studied 3D Max, Photoshop, Freehand, Flash, Front-page and Premier, acquiring advanced 

proficiency in computer animation. Certified by Ehad L’ehad Institute, Jerusalem  

 

TV APPEARENCES:  

 

Big Brother 2014 and 15. The shark tank twice, the Inventor Show, what's my secret, interviewed by Shai Stern 

(x5), Guy and Orli (x3), the Good Morning Show with Dana Ron (x3) and many, many more. 

 

POLITICS:  I co-found the Calcalah party and ran twice for the Knesset in the national elections in Israel. 
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